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Heathrow Scientific Expands its Microscope Slide Box Line with Premium Plus
Slide Storage Boxes
Vernon Hills, IL, January 1, 2018 – Heathrow Scientific, a leader in manufacturing bench top equipment
and lab essentials for scientific and clinical markets announces the addition of Premium Plus Slide Boxes
to the existing microscope slide box line. The slide box introduces a durable solution for every day users
in research labs with features like a removable inventory card that is replaceable when full and a
centrally positioned location grid for easy viewing and retrieving of slides.
The unique design of the slide boxes brings a modem look with vibrant translucent colors to laboratories
and includes a side storage compartment that can accommodate a pen (ball point or Tungsten-point),
desiccant pack or other small items needed for working. To help save valuable lab space the slide box
offers flexible storing options, the unit can be stored vertically or horizontally. The box holds 100 – 26 x
75mm slides and is made from ABS and polypropylene, eliminating the potential of rusting metal parts.
“The premium plus slide box is not only good looking, but provides an alternative to those messy piles of
slide folders! With this new innovative solution, it’s much easier to access the slides you need and keep
track of them!” Elise Ambrose PH. D., Director of Product Management and Marketing, MidSci.
Heathrow Scientific currently offers an industry leading, wide selection of microscope slide boxes that
hold 25, 50 and 100 slides and are unlined, cork or foam lined. The slide boxes have several options of
closures including friction fit, thumb-latch and nickel clasp as well as a selection of materials such as
ABS, polypropylene and polycarbonate for different application requirements.
Founded in 1996, Heathrow Scientific enables our global dealer network to meet their customer
requirements by providing world-class products that exceeds expectations and delivers high quality,
innovative laboratory products that solves problems and improves productivity. With over 14 product
patents on innovative products, Heathrow Scientific has a 99.7% reliability on lab equipment
and 99.99% reliability on laboratory supplies. Heathrow Scientific supplies over 400 distributors globally.
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